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EECS 367 & ROB 320 Lab 
KinEval Setpoints Walkthrough



Administrative

• Assignment #3: Forward Kinematics 

• Due Friday, February 18, 11:59pm



Lab Takeaways
1. KinEval overview

2. KinEval walkthrough

3. Adding music for your dance

ї How to start Assignment 4
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Dance Controller Overview

Features assigned to 
all sections

Features assigned to 
grad section only
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KinEval Overview

All code for 
assignment 4



KinEval Overview

All code for 
assignment 4



kineval_forward_kinematics.js Revisited
kineval_forward_kinematics.js

For each joint, incorporate 
.axis and .angle within 

forward kinematics. You will 
then be able to control joints!



kineval_quaternion.js
kineval_quaternion.js

Define quaternion helper functions 
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from any axis-angle pair

Rest of forward 
kinematics

Joint frame without control Joint frame with control

joint.axis
(constant)

joint.angle
(dynamic w/ control)

Rest of forward 
kinematics



kineval_controls.js
kineval_controls.js

Control is already applied to  
all joint.angles and 
robot.origin for you

Grad section will need to 
enforce joint limits



kineval_servo_control.js
kineval_servo_control.js

Implement a Finite State 
Machine for setpoint dance 

routine

Implement P controller for 
joint control to setpoints



kineval_servo_control.js
kineval_servo_control.js

Implement a Finite State 
Machine for setpoint dance 

routine

Implement P controller for 
joint control to setpoints

Thought experiment:
1. Why are we only asking for a P controller?

2. What would control look like with a PID controller?
3. What about a PD controller?



home.html
home.html

Create a cool dance routine by defining 
a sequence of joint angle setpoints to 
be used by the FSM implementation

Initialize kineval.setpoints and 
kineval.params.dance_sequence_index here

Poses for servo can be set and stored
interactively in KinEval using [0-9] 

keys and Shift+[0-9]

JSON.stringify(kineval.setpoints)

will output the currently available servo 
setpoints to the console as a string



Demo


